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Introduction
This paper is the result of many years of research and recording of
historic buildings in Henley. No.78 Bell Street was the first house
members of the HA&HG were invited to look at, in 1990. The last
was No. 9 Northfield End, in 2016. They all date back to the C15th.
The exact dating evidence for four of the five buildings only became
possible through the core sampling and scientific analysis carried out
by Dr. Dan Miles, of the Oxford Dendrochronology Laboratory.
It is very much thanks to Dr. Robert Peberdy’s doctoral thesis: The
Economy, Society and Government of a Small Town in Late Medieval
England: A Study of Henley-on-Thames from c.1300 to c.1540
(Leicester University PhD, 1994) that we also have a valuable body
of documentary information on life in medieval Henley. This covers
the type of people who had the means and desire to build large,
impressive houses well away from the busy, central market area and
the river, the main transport artery of that time.
Without the many measured drawings produced by Bill Clenshaw, John
Howard, Sarah Bromilow, Liz.Young and Ruth Gibson, and the research
into documentary evidence of the Town from the period of the earlymodern to the C19th by Ann Cottingham, Hilary Fisher and John Crocker,
it would not now be possible to attempt to pull together the varied strands
of evidence needed to throw a little light on the circumstances which
brought about this ‘building boom’.
There was apparently an opportunity and the means to make use of
surplus land along both sides of the north road between the town and
the royal manor. The aftermath of the 1349 Black Death was long
lasting due to its huge population loss, but also provided scope for
wealth creation to those who knew how to seize the chance. Could
these types of individual have been the owners of the five substantial
new buildings in Henley’s northern suburb?
Jackie Fortey
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Five 15th Century houses in North Street, Henley

N

This extract from the Fawley Court Estate Map of 1780/8, shows the
northern edge of the town; Bell Street in the centre and New Street
on the left. The royal manor of Fillets, now Phyllis Ct, is just off this
map (lower right) below the pond and ‘The Warren’. There are two
large fields south/west of the Road to Oxford, one called Mr. Ovey’s
land. This area must have been one of the town’s former open fields,
i.e. the Northfield, the street still retaining its name. The infill
between the Royal Manor and the planned town developed over time.
A well-defined triangular space between the Oxford and Marlow
roads has a scattering of cottages & gardens owned by Sir Thomas
Stapleton.1 The Marlow Rd. was re-aligned to the west in c.1800 and
1

Sir Thomas Stapleton of Greys Court was lord of the Manor of Greys, but owned
land one might otherwise call ‘waste of the manor’, on which a scattering of
possibly squatters’ cottages stood. Three, timber framed, formerly 1 to 2- room
cottages still remain, predating 1780, but since then much enlarged.
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now turns north just beyond the large elm marked close to the Bell
Inn (centre of 1780s map marked R3).
Probably by c.1250 the planned town had been laid out along the
wide High Street (now Hart Street) on long and mostly narrow
burgage plots.2 Those on the north side of Hart Street extended to a
back lane, which was to become known as New Street by the early
C14th. On the south side the plots probably ended at the parish
boundary with Rotherfield Greys, later to become Friday Street,
which provided essential access to the river for this Chiltern village.
The royal manorial site dominated the area to the north of this
‘planned town’, very likely always bounded on the west by the main
trackway between Reading and Marlow, following the river course.
This road, now Bell Street and Northfield End, was formerly North
Street. The triangle, formed where the road to Oxford turns west and
splits away from the Marlow Road, may have been an early market
place or/and enclosure for livestock, near a river crossing point. The
name Fair Mile also indicates the commercial use of this road with
its wide grass verges, watered by the Assendon spring (when it
flows) where the street name changes from Northfield End and
becomes the broad Fair Mile.
On the east side of this junction, and stretching down to the river, lies
what used to be the Royal Manor of Fillets, now Phyllis Court.
Adjoining it to the south, beyond Bell Lane, is a plot of land known
as Countess Gardens.
What may have happened to this end of North Street between the
royal manor and New Street, where the grid of the planned town is
evident, is the subject of this article. Research over many years into
several very substantial houses (between 2 ½ to c.3 perches wide)
here has shown that there was land available to build along the street
2

Standard burgage plots are 1 ½ perches = 7.50 m;
1 perch = 5.03 m, 2 perches = 10.06 m, 3 perches = 15.12 m.
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frontages in the C15th. This is quite different from the earlier, narrow
but long, burgage plots identified along Hart Street and Market
Place.3 Four of these houses in Bell/North Street have confirmed
felling dates of 1405 (No 76-78); 1438 (No 81); 1431/40 (Nos.
93/95); 1471-3 (No 9 Northfield End). Another house, No.73 and
possibly No.75, very probably also dates from this period, with
evidence of having been a hall house with sooting on the splendid
roof timbers, but it awaits further research and dendro date
confirmation.
The early C15th was a time when the economy was reviving from the
traumas of the plagues, the first having arrived in 1349, leading to a
huge population loss. As a consequence there was a much reduced
demand for grain as well as a shortage of labourers needed to till and
harvest. Landowners turned their fields over to sheep grazing, a
natural reaction to this dramatic change in economic circumstances.
This became a profitable option and Henley saw a considerable
upswing in the wool trade. Dr. Robert Peberdy’s research for his
thesis4 gives us much interesting information on the subject of the
increased wool trade and the upswing in the new admissions to the
town’s burgess elite, particularly in the early C15th. His sources are
the Henley Assembly Books. Maybe the names of these wealthy
merchants and landowners give us the builders of the large new
dwellings, which demonstrate the wealth invested here in the C15th?
Their locations along the street frontages also indicate that here there
was space to build, away from the tightly laid out burgage plots and
valuable market frontages of the medieval town plan.
Nos 93/95 are the most outstanding example of exuberant spending,
as every timber used for the construction of this now 4-bay building
is of the highest quality, richly moulded or cusped. There are also
3

S. Townley H.o.Th. town, trade and river P14. EPE, VCH 2009.
R.B. Peberdy The Economy, Society, and Government of a Small Town in Late
Medieval England: A Study of Henley-on-Thames from c.1300 – c. 1540,
University of Leicester PhD thesis 1994.
4
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rare remnants of wall paintings. This clearly was conspicuous
consumption. What remains points to a very wealthy owner, who
wanted to show off his new dwelling. Was it perhaps John Elmes,
described as a merchant in 1443, or John Elmes Jnr. in 1472 – a
member of the Wool Staple of Calais? We can only wonder how
splendid the outside must have looked before it was covered in
render and turned into a bakery – a steep slide down the social scale,
but needs must and the building survived in its new utilitarian role, as
so many others also did successfully in Henley.
Apart from No. 9 Northfield End, which remained one dwelling and
was given a splendid new Palladian front in c.1800, all the other
buildings with their wide frontages were subdivided over time and
are now in separate ownerships. Let us look at them in turn.
1878 map of
Henley, northern
section. The
dotted line shows
the former town
boundary crossing
the street
diagonally.
This is why No. 9
is located in
Northfield End.
The last house on
the north/west
side of Bell Street
is Nos. 93/95, at
that time a bakery
with the boundary
running through
its shop window
and through its
bread oven!

No 9

93/95
78
76
74

The Bear
73/75
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Old Bell House, No 9 Northfield End
Grade II listed

Dendro date: 1471/2

Listing entry resumé: C18th – C19th stuccoed façade, flat bracketed eaves
cornice, shallow slate roof. Venetian windows at first floor. Doric column
porch, moulded hood and six-panelled door.

N.B. The above abbreviated listing entry only describes the façade.
View of the rear roofs, as well as the interior tell a quite different story.

Steep, tiled
roof over
aisled hall;
dendro dated
to 1471/2
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First floor, rear range. Principal post
dividing Bays I & II. Looking into
north aisle.

Rear range, south wall with principal post
and brace, seen from No.7, the south aisle
having been removed.

The principal 4-bay range is 16.85 m long and runs parallel to the
street; with its Palladian windows, elegant pillared porch and shallow
slate roof it fits well into Georgian Henley.
It is located at the northern entrance to the town close to the former
Manor of Fillets, where the Oxford Road and Marlow Road branch
off and form a triangular space. This may have been the site of an
early trading settlement and the road to Oxford of Roman origins, but
very likely in use as a major Chiltern crossing point long before, as it
was giving access to a fordable part of the Thames.
The 2nd floor attic windows are part of the modernization, the front
roof having been raised to give head height. However, the earlier
roof survives in the southernmost bay. Its poor quality framing
indicates a C18th date. This roof cuts into that of the medieval aisled
hall, which runs at right angles to the road. The elegantly turned,
stick baluster staircase located at the back of the front range is very
typical for the early C19th; it was inserted and replaced part of the
timbers of the medieval rear range. It now serves both front and rear
first floor chambers.
9

Turned staircase from ground
to first floor.

South attic bedroom, retaining C17 th/18th
roof structure behind raised front wall.

Bay I of rear range, first floor, looking west. All timbers are smoke blackened
(dendro dated 1471/72) including those of the rafters in the apex of the roof, below
which the later ceiling was inserted at collar beam level.
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.

Above: 1st floor plan. Bays A and B are of the rear wing, the aisled hall
with only the north aisle now surviving. Only fragments of the south
aisle exist in the form of a timber post in the ground floor south
passageway (see drawing below, P 13) and in the adjoining No.7.
Below: Truss II, east face, and surviving part of Truss III, west face.
There is no sign of weathering on the outward, east face of this truss,
showing that originally it was protected by a further structure. This
means that the existing C18th front range replaces a medieval building.

Below: Stud
wall between
central and side
aisle, most of
the studs have
been removed.
nave
north
aisle
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Cellars: There are two cellars. Cellar II has a boarded ceiling and is
reached by a companion ladder from the ground floor corridor
adjoining the timber framed south wall of the house.
Cellar I lies to the east, reached by an opening in the c.1 m thick
masonry wall. Cellar I is 3 m wide, 3.30 m long and only 1.10 m
high with a short, narrow extension on its north side and two storage
niches in its west wall. It is spanned by a wide segmental arch, from
the south wall to a central flat boss, where it splits into two arches
respecting the entrance to the narrow north extension. Was this the
street access to cellar I?
A 1733 dated brick with the initials T O (Tomas Ovey) is cemented
in to its east wall. Documentary evidence confirms that the Ovey
family owned much of the land and buildings in this area.
The cellar, or most of it extends under the pavement. All surfaces
have been tanked with thick
cement render, hiding all
masonry and construction
details. Three segmental
arches (only sketched into the
II
cellar plan, not measured)
form the ceiling, springing
from a central, flat boss or
roundel. The arches cut
across the top of the two wall
storage niches, apparently
post-dating their construction.
Front wall of C18th (present) house.
Ground floor corridor and companion stair
to cellar below it are drawn separately for
clarity, but lie above cellar II.

I

The ground floor and cellar
plans show that Cellar I lies
below the pavement.
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Timber framed structure: The existing trusses have jowl posts,
queen struts from tie beams to collars, which clasp the purlins, and
arch braces from arcade posts to tie beams. Not all of these survive;
some timbers have had modern replacements. All timbers show signs
of sooting, including those of the surviving north side aisle.
No original timbers survive at ground floor level in Bays A and B.
Bay A has a stack and blocked fire place at 1st floor level; the F.P. in
the ground floor room is modern, but its proportions suggest that it
was a deep inglenook type, probably continuing the kitchen use this
room had since its inception in 1471 with its traditional open hearth.

Left above: The wall in the south passageway retains some substantial timbers.
At 3.20 m from the front wall stands a post with brace slot and arcade plates,
which is in the right location for an otherwise lost eastern bay (a putative Bay C,
truss IV?) of the aisled hall.
Right above: remnants of south aisle post and arcade wall plate of Truss III (see
1st floor plan, P 11); here preserved in the stair well of No.7 Northfield End. On
the 1878 O.S. map this space is shown as a carriageway or cart entrance, i.e.
open at front and back.
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Discussion and tentative conclusions: In 1471-2, the timbers for a
probably 3 or 4-bay aisled hall house were felled in or near
Hambleden. Two bays of its nave and the north aisle survive.
Despite the present wide frontage of some 4 perches this aisled hall
was erected gable-end to the road.
A vaulted cellar with c. 1 m thick masonry walls is located under the
pavement, the basement of a lost, possibly timber framed building.
There was very likely also direct street access to it. It may also have
extended further west, as indicated by the circa 0.40 m thick masonry
north wall of cellar I.5
The 1878 O.S. map (P 8) shows five tethering posts at No 9. These
posts are also shown on a c. 1910 photograph. Such posts marked on
maps, when horses were the main mode of transport, are always
strong indicators for travellers to come and rest, very much like a
sign for a pub car park today.
The heavy sooting of the two surviving timber framed bays and north
aisle indicates a lot of food preservation related activities: cured,
smoked meat and fish or/and the malting of barley are just two which
spring to mind.
This building could have been an inn, ideally situated at the entrance
of the town and close to the manorial site. Its name ‘Old Bell House’
hints strongly that it might have been a predecessor of ‘The Bell’, the
grand late C17th early C18th coaching inn opposite. This is very
prominently drawn on the 1780s Fawley Estate map; see P. 4 above.
The medieval cellar, the tethering posts and the heavy smoke
blackening of the large rear hall/kitchen, the automated spit, are all
strong indicators of a long term commercial use before it was
gentrified with a Palladian frontage in the C18th.
5

VAG Vol 48, 2017 P. 141 Book Review. Ulrich Klein: vaulted cellars in France
where most of their above-ground structures have disappeared.
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Nos. 93 and 95 Bell Street
Grade II Listed

Front range Dendro Date: 1436-1444
Rear extension: 1758/9
Listing entry resumé: Early C19th façade of stucco. No. 95 has an
altered C19th shop front.

This is the last house in Bell Street west side; it straddles the old
boundary between Henley and Bensington.

No 91

No 93

No 95

View 1990: Nos 93 & 95 Bell Street; the shop was then ‘Richard
Kingston Antiques’. NB: part of No. 91 on the left, was built in 1822
by J. Ovey (dated brick at the back of the house).
NB. Part of No.1 Northfield End is just visible on the right.
The close-up
shows the change
of street names.
No 1 Northfield
End fittingly being
called Boundary
Cottage.
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The 1878 O.S. map clearly shows the dotted line of the boundary
crossing the road diagonally and then running through what is the
shop window of No. 95. See maps on P4 and P7.
The Beating of the Bounds, documented since 17776 confirms this
fact in its description i.e ... up Bell Lane, across Henley Street to a
house in occupation of Edward Toomer, baker, and from then
through the window to the right of the door and then through the
oven taking in a garden … to a close belonging to Richard Ovey ….
However, this use as a bakery documented since the C18th and rear
wing dendro dated to 1758/597 is a clear illustration of how its social
standing and use had changed since its lavish construction in the first
half of the C15th.
When it was first built from timbers felled between 1436 and 14448
it would have been one of the grandest houses in Henley. It consists
of four bays with a street frontage of 14 m, but it probably had a
further bay or more on its south side allowing for a three-bay hall
with through passage, a typical medieval lay-out and an essential
facility for all human, animal and cart traffic to the rear of the house.
Timber Framed Structure: Four bays, the two southern bays of
which appear to have been built as an open hall. It has an arch braced
open truss, moulded butt purlins and cusped wind braces, however
there are no signs of smoke blackening. The two northern bays,
which form one large room on each floor, retain richly moulded
ceiling beams, wall plates, posts and knee braces. All have double
hollow chamfer mouldings, strong indicators of a mid C15th building
date.9
6

ORO S III/I, SIII/2, SIII/3, SIII/4.
Dan Miles VAG 2008, Vol. 39.
8
Dan Miles VAG 2017, Vol. 48.
9
Linda Hall Period House Fixtures & Fittings, P.157, Countryside Books.
7
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The decorative double hollow chamfer moulding of the knee brace extends
down the post and runs the length of the soffit of the ceiling beam. This truss
occupies the centre of the two ground floor bays of the chamber block, now
No. 95, and would have been designed for use as a large reception room
and/or important commercial offices.

Clearly, this was built by a
very wealthy individual. We
have to ask ourselves, given
that the inside showed such
quality craftsmanship, such
largesse in the use of best
quality oak and disregard of
how much had to be cut away
in order to achieve the
delicate and very beautiful
chamfered edges, - what
might the much more visible
exterior timber framing of the
front elevation have been
like?

© R.Gibson

Reconstruction of arch braced truss of former
.
hall in central south bay of what is now No. 93
Bell Street. Dotted lines show missing timbers,
removed when an attic floor was inserted.
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This section through the central
northern bay looking south, shows
the decorative knee braces in the
ground and first floor chambers,
as well as the northern part of the
attic with its central truss with
interrupted collar to allow access
between these two attic bays.

Moulded knee braces

Discovery of the rich hollow
chamfer mouldings during
renovation works in 2006
under heavy layers of plaster
and paint on the jowl post and
tie beam.
This is part of truss C seen in
the first floor chamber. See
diagram P. 19.
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Views of the attic roof.
The north gable shows a
closed, end truss with three
struts rising from the tie
beam to the collar, which
clasps the purlin. Above
these a central, main strut
and several small scantling
struts rise to the principal
rafters.
The moulded butt purlin
supports the flat laid
common rafters and is
connected to the principal
rafter by cusped wind
braces, making an elegant
and at the same time very
strong roof.

Schematic reconstruction of four-bay
timber framed hall and chamber building

Conclusion: What remains of
this four-bay hall with its
chamber block is still very
impressive, but in 1444 it
would have been a stunning
addition to the street scene.
The lack of a closed truss in
the south gable wall, where
the stack is located, indicates
that it was longer, possibly
occupying a frontage of 17 18 m, lost when No. 91 was
built in 1822 by J. Ovey.
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The Bear, 77-81 Bell Street
Grade II Listed

Dendro date of north rear hall range 1438

Listing entry resumé: C15th – C17th timber framed building with the
former Bear PH occupying the southern part. Four gables to the
road. Carriageway arch, long timber framed rear range, partly
weather boarded. Northern part has 2 canted bays with early C19th
shop fronts.
The above Listing omits any reference to the oldest building here, the
former detached kitchen/hall on the north side of the rear yard.

Bell Street east elevation. Four gables of chambers mentioned in
John Dolton’s inventory, 1683. Left: 1930s brickwork, door and
fenestration at No.77 and enlarged central carriage arch.
Below: Lodging ranges and converted barn/stables adjoining.
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Looking towards Bell Street with the
1438 former open hall on the left.
The drawing shows the two-bay
building plus the 1590 sideways
extension on its north side. These
long rafters are also smoke-blackened, which strongly suggests the
continued use as the inn’s kitchen. This rear building was formerly
separated by about a foot from the front range, now No.81.
In the centre of the photograph (above right) is the rear gable of the
‘chamber over the gate house’ and the impressive large first floor
room (left) with its
cambered tie beams and
crown struts. This may
have been the parlour of
168310 described in the
inventory, containing not
only 6 leather chairs and a
fire place, but also a
sittern, a vileond, 2 base
viols and a harpe.

10

See Appendix 4 and HA&HG Journal No 27, 2013.
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The building is impressive,
built at right angles to the
road with its four large gables
fronting it, surely built to
draw attention to itself. An
unusual construction method,
but allowing for two rear
ranges. It occupies a plot of
16.80 m. The chambers of
Bays II and V have crown
strut trusses (see drawing
below) of mid
C15th date.11 The trusses at
Bays I a & I b are of a simple
collar and clasped purlin type.
Bays IX –XI are a former
barn, timber framed with
modern brick infill. Bays
XII-XIV are a C19th stable.
Bays III and IV are raised
over a cellar, have canted
bays and are probably a C17th
rebuild. They front the
medieval kitchen or open hall
(Bays VI a and VII a) and its
Tudor extension (VI b & VII
b); the latter resulted in a
rather large and asymmetric
roof shape, as can be seen
from the back.

11

Dendro dates for this truss type: 1454 No 13 Gravel Hill; 1455 Long Gallery,
Abingdon Abbey; Documentary Evidence c. 1440/50 Ewelme Almshouses;
Dendro Dating 1443 Burrow Farm Barn, Hambleden. Architectural evidence:
Barnaby Cottages 8–16 New Street; Speakers House, 44 Hart Street.
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This scale drawing on the left is of the central truss, which separates
the front chamber from the back chamber, both located over the
carriage archway at II a and II b of the ground plan.
The single strut, or crown strut truss, seems to have been developed
to replace the timber-hungry crown post roof in the mid C15th and
there are several other examples in the town, in Bucks and S. Oxon.12
Bays I a and I b may originally have been the medieval open hall
with a through passage on its north side, which was later enlarged to
allow four-wheel carts and carriages to enter the rear yards. Whilst
there are changes to the original wall locations and materials, (bricks
rather than timber frames) there is only the evidence of one former
large arch brace from the south wall post to ceiling joist and the
hacked back pilaster on its front face to show that this was an
important room. The now exposed joist shows evidence of former
moulding of its soffit and the ceiling joists are flat laid and c. 20 cm
wide. The room is 3 m high, an impressive height, also reflected in
the difference in floor levels of chambers I and II to those of the rear
parlour at V on plan; the latter is 4 steps lower. This difference in
floor levels is a clear indicator of several building campaigns,
although the occurrence of crown strut trusses and clasped purlins in
both parts indicates continuity in the development of new carpentry
methods being adopted.
Bays III and IV represent a later building, or rather re-building phase
with the construction of two canted bays, erected over a basement.
The latter served the inn as its cellar and can be accessed from the
passageway by trap door and side door. There is a large stack in Bay
III b with evidence of a former attached turned staircase on its north
side. This was replaced by a modern staircase in Bay VI b.

12

Ibid.
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There is a narrow gap between its rear wall and that of the medieval
kitchen or hall. This gap, now roofed over, is only visible in the loft.
The floor level of the 1438 rear building lies 0.40 m below that of the
yard, always a sure sign of a structure’s great age, the external levels
having undergone much use and much resurfacing over the centuries.

Scotch

Left: the much altered roof space of the 1438 building, Bay VI a, looking
south at timbers of the just visible front range. NB all roof timbers are
sooted.
The stud box structure in the foreground created the necessary headroom
for the new staircase inserted into Bay VI b.
Right: External south west corner wall post of the building showing a
‘scotch’ or recess cut into it to facilitate propping the frame during the
raising of the principal timbers in 1438.
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Left: Roof truss above gatehouse
chamber, bay II. NB crown strut used
here but not in the truss of the adjoining
Bay I.

1438

Bay III.

blocked
door to
Bay II

1590

3-bay barn or former stable behind
south lodging range, C16th-17th date.
The building had been much altered
and converted to an open plan
hairdresser’s salon when we
recorded it in 2009. There was
evidence that it had been divided by
cross walls. The fire place is a
modern insertion.
.

First floor plan of No.81. The 17th front chamber retains the door,
which once accessed the ‘chamber over the gatehouse’.
25

To better understand this historic inn and its several building and rebuilding dates would mean extending the dendro dating
investigations to both front and south ranges. Here, attempts have
been made to work out the use of the various parts of the building
ranges. The latter has been helped by the detailed inventory of John
Dolton, taken by John Darby and John Beard as they walked from
room to room after the innkeeper’s death. The first floor chambers
especially can still be identified (I, II a and b, III & IV).13 There is
still the door, now blocked, between the ‘Chamber over the
Gatehouse’ at II a and the ‘Middle Chamber’ at III a.

This richly moulded and chamfered timber has here been reused as a
ceiling joist, but must have been a prominent timber post or part of a
jetty beam originally. One would like to think that it was part of the
earliest building here, as it seems to fit the mid-C15th date of the
smoke blackened hall, but it may of course have been recycled from
another near-by building. In any case it shows what medieval local
carpenters were capable of when it came to showing off their skills.

13

See Appendix 4 below for copy of inventory.
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Nos. 73 and 75 Bell Street
separately listed, both Grade II
Nos 73&73a Listing entry resumé: Early C19th façade. Stucco, wide
eaves soffit. Slate roof. Three storeys, large projecting bracketed
canopy above shop front. Carriage entrance at south side.
No 75 Resumé: Early 19th façade, steeply pitched tiled roof. Dormer.
Sash window with margin lights and modern shop front.

Photo c.1990.
No 73
No 73a
No 75
Here the bracketed canopy above the former butcher’s shop can still be
seen. It would have been used to hang and display carcasses.

Under the plain stucco exterior survives a medieval timber framed
building, still very evident in Bays I, II and III (No.75 at the northern
end has not been visited). The whole building occupies a c.14.50 m
road frontage. The carriage entrance occupies the south bay (see plan
P. 28). No. 75 retains a steeply pitched and tiled roof at front and
back, whilst at Nos.73 and 73a the earlier, tiled roof only survives at
the back. The front has gained limited attic accommodation with a
raised brick wall under a shallow pitch slate roof, whilst preserving
the medieval roof structure behind the two r.h. attic windows.
27

The view through the carriageway towards Bell Street shows a long
rear wing on the left and iron rails and hooks in the passageway
ceiling. These would have been used for slaughter and meat
preparation for sale in the street front butcher’s shop of W&G Lee.
Plaque of 1915 set into the bricks of
the small building in the rear yard.
Prior to W&G Lee the Census
Returns of 1881-1901 list butcher and
farmer Joseph Broad & family as
. occupants of the premises.

Bay I

Bay II

Bay III
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Description of the interior and attic of Nos. 73 and 73a
Virtually no framing is visible at ground and first floor levels, but the
attic retains its almost complete medieval roof structure in Bays II &
III. This consists of an arch braced central truss between these two
bays. The purlins are clasped between collar and principal rafters and
support the flat laid common rafters. Most of these rafters are intact,
although some of those on the street side have been removed. All
timbers are smoke blackened. At the rear there is evidence of a
former louvre (smoke hood) having been supported by two short
rafters. This would have channelled the smoke away from the ground
floor open hearth, prior to the insertion of chimneystacks.

Sketch of central, former open hall truss. All visible
timbers are smoke blackened. The structure is typical for
a late medieval building and similar to that at The
Maltsters, No.76 opposite, although lacking the decorative mouldings and cusped wind braces of this elegant
1405 dendro dated hall house.
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Both attic timber framed walls on the south (Bay I) and north sides
(Bay 3) appear to have been closed, suggesting that these were built
as service rooms. The difference in floor levels between Bay I and
Bay II certainly suggests a different construction date, however this
may also be the consequence of ceiling alterations in the carriage
way to improve access to the rear.14
It is not possible to assess whether No.75 was the north chamber
block of this open hall, but its location, adjoining the hall, its steep
roof slope and the overall length of both of some 14.50 m indicates
that the four bays once formed one house. It would have been
subdivided later, like so many of its near neighbours, when the
character of the area changed and smaller units were required for the
growing population needs of the
18th and 19th centuries.

15

Here an example of a small
tiled roof gablet protecting an
opening in the rafters, which
allowed smoke to escape.

Above: sooted wind braces pegged into
the equally sooted purlin; part of the
medieval roof structure now tucked under
the C18th slate roof.
Right: An example of a louvre that would
have allowed smoke from the open hearth
to escape. Evidence of the former louvre
exists in the form of two cut back rafter
tenons near the roof apex.
See other examples in Henley: ‘The Old Broad Gates’ 45-47 Market Place,
where this can still be seen more clearly, as the adjoining framing remains intact.
15
Drawing from CBA Practical Handbook No. 5, 1989, Fig 22 A.
14
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Nos. 74, 76 and 78 Bell Street
Grade II* listed

Dendro date of open hall: 1405

Listing entry resumé, amended in 1993 when it was upgraded: C18th
façade to early C15th hall house with probably C16th wings. Door to
No.76 replaces original hall entrance with screens passage. Exposed
wall post with fine, but damaged pilaster and capital, two tiers of
cusped wind braces.

This fine medieval timber framed building occupies a street frontage
of 18.40 m on the east side of Bell Street. It consists of a central twobay hall with cross passage and two wings.
Since its division into three cottages and the cutting back of its two
wings by approximately 1.5 m – 2 m, the look of the building has
been changed dramatically. The work included the reduction of the
two former projecting gables to create a parapeted roof in line with
that of the hall. The whole was also given a new, uniform brick front
and large sash windows, totally replacing the timber framed front
elevation. The impressive medieval hall-house plan was superseded
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by the footprint of three modest labourers’ cottages. The building
also became, from c.1770, an important part of Brakspear’s maltings
business.16 This is still evident on the 1878 map showing a large malt
house in the back gardens (see map above). It is no doubt the change
from traditional and high quality residential premises in 1405 to a
lucrative working use in the C18th/C19th, which allowed its survival.
Known History: The research by the Victoria County History team
for their Volume XVI and the publication Henley, town, trade and
river, edited by Simon Townley,17 came to the conclusion that the
area known as Countess Gardens was very probably part of the royal
manor of Henley, the demesne land, bounded by a north-south long
distance track way. This demesne land is described in 1381 as being
worth nothing because the whole is spoiled and dilapidated, leaving
only a garden & pasture; in 1384 there was an adjoining vacant
house site or toft.18 This might have left spare land for a further
expansion of the town beyond New Street, in this case the
construction of a very fine, traditional hall house, taking up 3½
perches along the road frontage of the former North Street.

.

Scale drawing:
John Howard
1990

16

A.Cottingham, The Hostelries of Henley, 2000, P 280.
S. Townley, EPE, Phillimore, 2009, P19; P 39 fig 23.
18
VCH Vol XVI, P77.
17
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The evidence for the surviving 1405
medieval hall (No. 76)

Springing of the arch brace
from the capital of the rear post

Above left: The two tiers of the very impressive and ornamental
cusped wind braces are now only visible above the stair well.
Above right: The arch brace springs
from the pilaster of the central, rear
wall post. It supports the principal
rafter into which the cusped wind
braces are tenoned (here only their
stubs survive).
Right: East central wall post with
its pilaster and mutilated capital.
Such architectural details were
commonly used by medieval
stonemasons and represent the
direct link between these two crafts.
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These two scale drawings by Bill Clenshaw give details of the only existing wall
post, here seen at first floor level, such as its partially surviving carved pilaster
and capital, which form the springing for the magnificent arch brace. This,
together with it opposite partner on the street side, would have been the central
architectural feature of the hall, for which the oaks were felled in 1405.
See scale drawing and partial reconstruction of the arch below for more details.
.

The first floor chamber and large, inglenook fire place would have
been created around the mid C16th, destroying the grandeur of the
open hall, but providing additional chambers, heating and privacy, all
hall marks of the Tudor period of ‘home improvements’ or the ‘Great
Rebuilding’ as it used to be called.
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Measured drawing of central arch braced truss of the hall. All surviving timbers
are sooted, showing its former use of an open hearth with the smoke escaping
through roof vents or louvres, which do not survive. The dotted lines indicate
missing timbers, but with sufficient evidence from empty mortices, pegs and slots
to allow this reconstruction. The brickwork, which replaces the framing of the
front elevation, is indicated on the right by hachures.
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Beyond the passage on the south
side (No.74) is the former, possibly
contemporary service wing. The
picture on the right shows the front
roof with a large wind brace from

Flat laid joist in the central and front
ground floor rooms are strong indicators
of medieval carpentry practice.

principal rafter to purlin. These braces
were usually put up in pairs to ensure the
roof does not rack.
The ground floor plan also confirms that
the front bay is unusually short. The roof
of the north wing, No. 78, shows further
evidence of its projecting gable having
also been cut back.
The front cellar wall and
Were C18th to C19th street
improvements the reason?

blocked coal chute are on the
same alignment as the brick
front wall; sure indicators that
they are contemporary, i.e. late
C18th/C19th, reflecting the
increased use of imported coal
and newly built fire places.
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No. 78 was the north wing of the hall house, very probably serving as
a storeyed solar with upper chambers. The insertion of stairs, a
skylight and the removal of some original floors to facilitate storage
and hoisting of sacks, meant the loss of parts of the original floor and
roof structure. However, the large arch brace in its north wall and the
evidence of other former braces from existing empty mortices shows
that the date of its construction is very likely contemporary with that
of the 1405 hall.
Left: Large north
wall brace at
stair head.
Right: Jowl head
of south-west
corner wall post
with an empty
slot for a former
brace. Pegs still
holding a further
brace in place
(extreme right).

Rear attic gable. N.B. the outsize empty slot in the collar and
principal rafter was supporting a now vanished purlin.
Half of the purlin on the left remains with a single curved
wind brace underneath. The partner to this wind brace
disappeared when the front roof was restructured.
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Asymmetric view of the northern cross
wing, No.78, indicates the lost projecting
gable, which may have been a very
prominent feature in the street scene.

The three parts of the
medieval hall house
were ‘discovered’ and
recorded by members
of the Henley
Archaeological &
Historical Group in
the 1990s over a
period of time, thanks
to the generosity and
interest of their
owners. Dendro
dating of the two
open hall bays confirmed the felling date of its timbers in 1405,
making it Henley’s earliest known and almost complete hall house.
Following this, its Listing grade was raised to II* in 1993 by English
Heritage.
The fact that it occupies a wide, but not very deep plot, on the edge
of land known as ‘Countess Gardens’ encouraged us at the time to
think that it may have played a part in the rebuilding of the manor of
Henley, following the dilapidation recorded in an inquisition of
1381.19
However, there are no records to confirm this and it is more likely
that this imposing building, in design and size very typical of a well
to do yeoman’s house, was built by a burgess on land which had

19

J.S. Burn, History of Henley p284.
A.C. Cottingham, Journal 9, 1993 HA&HG.
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become available following the population decline after the onset of
the Black Death in 1348.
The maps of c.1780 and 1878 show a continuous rear boundary line
between all house plots along this part of Bell Street and the open
ground called Countess Gardens, indicating that only a limited strip
of land on the edge of the manorial demesne was given over (sold?)
for development.
Below is a reconstruction attempted in an isometric format of the
timber framing of the hall and that of its two cross wings, based on
the measured drawings taken during several recording sessions.

© R Gibson BA hons
& members of the
HA&HG, Vernacular
Architecture Section
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Evidence from Buildings and Documents
Early trade was dominated by grain exports, Henley acting as an
entrepôt to its hinterland well beyond the Chilterns, because of its
advantageous river navigation site and C12th Thames Bridge.
This era came to an end with the outbreak of the Great Plague of
1349, when grain and other exports by London based merchants
diminished, to be replaced by Henley merchants in the C15th.20
The number of new burgesses admitted to the town increased
considerably in the early decades of the C15th 21 and there is evidence
that wool export trade became more important, but seems to have
been concentrated in the hands of a few, wealthy merchants. Such
names as the Elmes, Fettiplaces and Devenes occur frequently in the
Assembly Books and Manorial Records during the C15th.22
From the architectural evidence of the above recorded buildings the
C15th sees the construction of very substantial houses, all occupying
wide road frontages, some clearly demonstrating the owners’ wealth
through the display of ‘conspicuous consumption’, such as the lavish
use of richly moulded oak timbers. Nos. 74/76/78 and Nos. 93/95 are
outstanding examples of this display of wealth. Alas the intricate
workmanship is now only preserved inside on the richly moulded
posts, beams and braces. The framing of the front elevations must
have been equally stunning, if not more so.
From Dr. Robert Peberdy’s research we know that in the early
decades of the C15th a considerable number of new burgesses were
admitted to the town, some of them wool merchants. Among them
were the Elmes and Devenes, who in 1445 bought the land to the east
20

R.B. Peberdy, PhD thesis Leicester University: A Study of Henley-on-Thames
from c1300 to c1540 p.270.
21
Ibid, see excerpts of tables in Appendix 2.
22
Ibid p. 270.
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of the churchyard, where the so-called Chantry House now stands.23
This was not built as a dwelling, but its prominent riverside position,
just below the bridge, and its plan form with its open fronted storage
at river side level, a large trading floor at street/now churchyard
level, several individual chambers or lock-up rooms (no fireplaces)
on the second floor and a storage loft above, show that it was
designed to provide an advantageous trading facility. The only
decorated façade is the west/town facing one; its very wide doorway
with decorative spandrels is an invitation for High Street customers.
However, the intended commercial use apparently failed and by 1552
the Devenes’ successors sold a building called ‘The School House’, a
use that continued until the 1770s.24
The five large houses in the ancient North Street, recorded here, also
lost the uses their C15th owners had in mind, but by being adapted to
new ones, survived. The original builders might well have been the
Elmes, the Devenes or any of their contemporary burgesses, who,
moving into Henley at that time, needed houses of quality for their
own accommodation 25 as well as for visitors and passing traders.
Apart from the many trades connected with a market town and
entrepôt functions, the development of industries in Henley, such as
boat building, tanning, malting and brewing, together with the
beginning of the very rapid population growth during the late C18th
led to many older dwellings acquiring new working uses. In North
Street we see a butcher’s, a baker’s, maltings as well as The Bear,
known as a carter’s inn with a smithy. These changes also entailed
the subdivisions of the large medieval houses to accommodate
workers and their families, whilst new wealth was now expressed in

23

Simon Townley, Phillimore EPE 2009 Henley-on-Thames town, trade and river
panel 4.
24
Ibid.
25
Dr. R.Peberdy, Appendix 2.
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the construction of grand Georgian dwellings nearby, such as Rupert
House, Countess Gardens and Northfield House.
There was also the cheaper option of keeping up with C18th trends by
adding a new front complete with Palladian windows and classical
porch. The Old Bell House is a good example of this, whilst keeping
the useful old rear wing for food preparation, possibly still in use as a
smoking loft even after the large fireplace had been installed,
complete with automated spit (another indicator of mass catering!)
Even simpler options were the use of renders, bricks, a parapet, a
shallow front slate roof and large sash windows. All helped to create
the new look. Nos.73, 74/76/78 and 93/95 are typical examples.
Great changes in all methods of transport too, such as the much
improved river navigation through pound locks and road transport
through the introduction of toll roads, brought enormous benefits.
The coaching age had arrived and with it the need for better roads.
The new bridge (also paid for by tolls) built by 1786 was very much
part of this drive. There was also the need to remove obstructions and
to build a new embankment.26 The removal of parts of some corner
buildings and their rounding off became essential to facilitate the
unencumbered progress of coaches.27 The reduction of both wings at
74 & 78 to align with the front wall of the hall house at 76 Bell Street
was a very likely consequence of this need for unhindered fast travel.
The brief descriptions of the five buildings above is taken from much
more detailed reports carried out by members of the HA&HG. They
are available from the author on request.
© R. Gibson, 2018
26

The c.1780/89 Fawley Estate map marks the New Embankment.
Original in River & Rowing Museum, Henley-on-Thames.
27
See photographs of Red Lion and No 29 Thameside North for other evidence of
drastic alterations to achieve this in Appendix 3.
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Appendix 1
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Appendix 2
Dr. Robert Peberdy, selected excerpts from tables
Table 6.2 Vacant Plots mentioned in Henley Property
Documents
1429 two vacua placea
North Street south-east end
1431 vacua placea
North Street to north of
1429 placea (see above entry)
1443 vacua placea
North Street west side
1483 toftum
North Street east side
1484 land (2 plots)
New Street
north side
Sources: Hen. B. Recs. A/IX Assembly Books p. 39
Table 6.3 Average number of new burgesses per decade
No of recorded entrants
1400-09
1410-19
1420-29
1430-39
1440-49
1450-59
1460-69
1470-79
1480-89

37
36
23
20
21
15
18
21
17

Average per
year
4.1
4
2.6
2
2.1
1.5
2.6
2.1
1.7

Sources: Assembly Books
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Appendix 3
Two examples where brick corners were removed to allow
coaches unobstructed passages for two-way traffic

No 29 Thameside North, formerly
the ‘Anchor Inn’. The corner was
cut back and replaced with bricks,
to allow coaches to round the bend
safely: no one-way traffic at the
time!

The same view showing the former ‘Anchor
Inn’, timber framed and jettied, c. 1820. Half a
timber framed bay was removed, but the
remaining framing still survives well behind
the attractively curved brick exterior.
28

The Red Lion Hotel
occupies the corner of
Thameside North and
Hart Street, directly
opposite the bridge
access.
Its brick corner was
severely cut back, probably in the mid C19th.
This is well illustrated by
the differences in the
brickwork and totally
different window designs.
28

Drawing of jettied corner building, from Henley-on-Thames, A Pictorial History
Phillimore 1990. Ann Cottingham and Hilary Fisher.
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